Bacteriophage P22 serves as a model for the assembly and maturation of other icosahedral double-stranded DNA viruses. P22 coat and scaffolding proteins assemble in vitro into an icosahedral procapsid, which then expands during DNA packaging (maturation). Efficient in vitro assembly makes this system suitable for design and production of monodisperse spherical nanoparticles (diameter ≈ 50 nm). In this work, we explore the possibility of controlling the outcome of assembly by scaffolding protein engineering. The scaffolding protein exists in monomer-dimer-tetramer equilibrium. We address the role of monomers and dimers in assembly by using three different scaffolding proteins with altered monomer-dimer equilibrium (weak dimer, covalent dimer, monomer). The progress and outcome of assembly was monitored by time-resolved X-ray scattering, which allowed us to distinguish between closed shells and incomplete assembly intermediates. Binding of scaffolding monomer activates the coat protein for assembly. Excess dimeric scaffolding protein resulted in rapid nucleation and kinetic trapping yielding incomplete shells. Addition of monomeric wild-type scaffold with excess coat protein completed these metastable shells. Thus, the monomeric scaffolding protein plays an essential role in the elongation phase by activating the coat and effectively lowering its critical concentration for assembly.
Introduction
A typical viral capsid is composed of an outer protein shell that contains and protects the viral nucleic acid. Simple viral shells may be made of multiple copies of a single coat protein. 1 Virus assembly is a process in which well-organized, usually highly symmetric (icosahedral or helical), viral capsids are built by association of the protein subunits. 2 The advent of nanotechnology has brought renewed interest in viruses and their assembly. 3 While understanding virus assembly is crucial to tackling viral diseases, 4, 5 it also provides a basis for the exploitation of viruses in the design of new nanostructures. 6, 7 Current nanotechnology applications rely on modified viral coat proteins that assemble native-like icosahedral shells and serve as attachment scaffolds for other molecules or assemblies. However, advanced applications of viral capsids are likely to require purposeful control over the assembly process. For example, one would like to assemble capsids within nanofabricated compartments (e.g., lab-on-chip applications) in a controllable fashion. This will require careful control of assembly initiation by chemical or physical means, e.g., gradual buildup of concentration or surfaceimmobilized nucleation sites. Similarly, control over the outcome of assembly may be needed when partially assembled shells are desired or if incorporation of a bulky cargo inside the viral shell would require slower, gradual polymerization. Achieving such a level of control depends on a detailed understanding of the assembly process.
Several bacteriophages and viruses had been reconstituted in vitro from purified components and the morphogenetic pathways for many bacteriophages had been delineated using ingenious genetic schemes. 8 However, detailed kinetic analyses have been achieved for only a few of the simplest capsids, which are usually composed of one type of subunit. 9, 10 Among the more complex systems, in which two or more proteins co-assemble, bacteriophage P22 assembly is perhaps the best understood. The assembly of bacteriophage P22 has been extensively studied in vivo by both genetic and structural means. [11] [12] [13] These studies have revealed that the capsid assembles in two steps. First, an empty procapsid (PC) results from co-assembly of the major coat protein (Gp5, 47 kDa, abbreviated CP) with the scaffolding protein (Gp8, 34 kDa, abbreviated SP) and several minor capsid proteins.
14 Then the proapsid shell undergoes a large conformational change and expands during DNA packaging. 15, 16 An in vitro system for procapsid reconstitution had been established 17 and made possible detailed kinetic studies of the assembly process. 18 The in vitro studies demonstrated that CP and SP are essential as well as sufficient for the formation of isometric procapsid shells (Fig. 1a) . Kinetic analyses indicated that PC assembly proceeds in two phases, a rate-limiting nucleation phase is followed by fast growth leading to completion of the shells. The putative nucleation complex was proposed to consist of a coat protein pentamer together with several SP molecules. Subsequent studies with different scaffolding protein mutants pointed out the prominent role of scaffolding dimer in assembly. 19 Scaffolding protein exists in a monomer-dimertetramer equilibrium in solution, 20 and their respective roles in assembly were proposed on the basis of the final PC structure. [21] [22] [23] The scaffolding protein can be extracted from the procapsid by treatment with either mild denaturant (GuHCl, urea) 17 , salt 24 or heat 25 without affecting the structure. 23 This suggests that the scaffolding protein's role is in the formation of transient complexes during nucleation and growth phases. Given that the final structure provides only limited information on the early steps of assembly, the role of different scaffolding protein forms in these steps remains elusive. In particular, the role of scaffolding protein monomer has not been elucidated.
This study assesses the role of different SP oligomers in assembly by time-resolved small-angle X-ray scattering (TR-SAXS). This technique, together with singular value decomposition (SVD), 26 enabled us to resolve complete shells from intermediates and aberrant products and to follow assembly under stoichiometric as well as substoichiometric conditions. In addition, we take advantage of various engineered scaffolding proteins (Fig. 1b) and delineate the role of the monomeric and the dimeric scaffolding protein in assembly. The results demonstrate that assembly rate and outcome can be controlled by manipulating the scaffolding protein dimerization equilibrium and coat protein concentrations.
Results
Wild-type scaffolding protein
SAXS-based assembly assay
Monomeric coat protein and wild-type (wt) scaffolding protein were manually mixed in two molar ratios (CP-SP 1:1 and 2:1, respectively) and their assembly process was monitored by SAXS (Figs. 2a  and 3 ). The manual mixing procedure and activation of the X-ray hutch interlock system resulted in about 1-min dead time. The time dependence of the scattering revealed the gradual emergence of maxima and minima characteristic of closed shells. After 25 min, the reaction reached a stationary phase with little further change. The observed scattering curve was modeled by calculating the scattering from hollow spheres with outer and inner radii of 310 and 160 Å, respectively (Fig. 2b) . The model fits well for q b0.04 Å − 1 above which the departure of the icosahedral shell from the spherical model becomes apparent. The thickness of the shell (150 Å) includes the density from both coat and scaffolding protein.
The overall dimensions are consistent with those derived from cryoelectron microscopy. 22, 23 Detection and structural characterization of assembly intermediates
The TR-SAXS data were plotted as a three-dimensional surface (Fig. 2a) . Given the relatively high concentrations of CP and SP required for SAXS experiments, any intermediates would be expected to appear early during the assembly and would quickly grow into complete shells that would dominate scattering during the later stages of assembly. Due to their low abundance and small size any scattering arising from intermediates would be quite weak. 18 In order to examine whether the TR-SAXS data contain contributions from any putative intermediates, we employed SVD analysis. This mathematical procedure yields the number of linearly independent and orthogonal scattering components in TR-SAXS at a given noise level 27 (see Supplementary Methods for detailed description). If there were no intermediates then the data set would be fully described (to within experimental noise) by two components, namely, scattering from the initial mixture of CP and SP and from the final shells, respectively, Such least-squares procedures failed to reproduce the data and significant, time-resolved residuals remained (Supplementary Methods Fig. S1 ). Hence, the data contained a significant scattering contribution from one or more assembly intermediates in addition to the scattering contributed by the initial and final species. In fact, three components (corresponding to the three highest SVD eigenvalues, Supplementary Methods Fig. S2 ) were necessary to reproduce the experimental data to within the noise level ( Supplementary  Methods Fig. S3 ). Because SVD yields orthogonal scattering and concentration factors, they alternate between positive and negative values (Supplementary Methods Fig. S4 ) and do not directly represent physically meaningful scattering curves or concentrations. However, the SVD scattering vectors represent a convenient orthogonal basis for obtaining a plausible and physically meaningful set of scattering curves as a linear combination. Constrained least-squares method and manual rotation were used to obtain scattering factors and concentration loadings that were non-negative to within the noise level (Fig. 3 , see Ref. 28 and Supplementary Methods for further details).
Semi-quantitative scaling of scattering intensities (i.e., relative to each other) could be achieved by extrapolating the scattering factors to zero angle using the Guinier approximation. 29, 30 In order to hold for shell-sized scattering objects, the Guinier approximation would require a significant portion of the experimental data to extend below q b 0.005 Å − 1 (i.e., within the so called Guinier region, R g ·q ≤ 2). This was precluded by the limited experimental range (q N 0.008 for manual mixing data and q N 0.012 for stopped-flow experiments). In order to overcome this limitation, we assumed that the observed assembly intermediates were partial shells with rotational symmetry around the z-axis (i.e., spherical section inscribed by a cone with vertex angle 2Θ, Fig.  4a ). This is a reasonable approximation, since other smaller species would not dominate in the scattering signal due to their sizes and would be less stable. 31 Then the scattering curves for such partial spherical shells were simulated for various degrees of completion (i.e., Θ from 0°to 180°, Fig. 4b ). The true and apparent R g values for each degree of completion were computed from these curves using the two experimentally accessible q ranges (Fig. 4c) . Comparison of the simulated curves show that the extended Guinier region may be used for intermediates up to 45% completion, i.e., apparent R g values up to 190 Å. Hence, we used the extended Guinier region to estimate the R g and the degree of completeness, i.e., the relative apparent mass of the intermediate (from Fig. 4c ). This relative mass was then used to scale the intensities of the scattering factors and amplitudes of relative mass concentrations (Fig. 3) .
Note that the assignment of single apparent R g and mass to a given scattering factor does not mean this represents a single intermediate. This could hardly be expected for a reaction of such complexity and, consequently, the values characterize an ensemble of intermediates. The apparent mass represents a weight-average value, while the apparent R g is the Z-average across the distribution. 32 Both of these averages are biased towards larger species and, thus, these parameters effectively represent the upper bound of the distribution.
An apparent R g of 155 ± 25 Å (lower initial coat concentration, 1:1 CP-SP ratio) and 125 ± 30 Å (higher coat concentration with 2:1 CP-SP ratio, i.e., similar to the stoichiometry found in native procapsids) was obtained for intermediates from the data in Fig. 3a and b, respectively. The apparent R g values as well as the scattering curves agreed within experimental error for the two conditions. This suggests that in both cases, the largest intermediates were approximately of the same size corresponding to about 25-35% completeness (Fig. 4c) . The scattering curves of the intermediates (red curves in Fig. 3 ) are also similar to the 30%-complete shell model (Fig. 4b) . However, the kinetics exhibited distinct behavior for the two CP concentrations, namely, the maximum in the intermediate concentration (representing 5% total mass fraction) was attained at about 65-100 s for the higher CP concentration, while the peak (8% total mass fraction) was delayed to 210 s for the lower concentration. Because of their relatively large size and preferential sensitivity of SAXS for larger species, these intermediates are still detectable despite their low abundance. On the other hand, their occurrence precluded detection of smaller species.
The 30%-complete shells contain roughly 86 CP subunits, i.e., a much larger number than the pentameric nucleation complex. 18 Similarly, the R g values are also larger than those expected for the nucleation complex (∼ 60-70 Å, estimated R g for a pentameric complex). This indicates that smaller intermediates are either not significantly populated during assembly or populated only during the dead time of manual mixing experiments. Hence, we resorted to rapid mixing techniques to resolve early complexes of coat and scaffolding proteins that may lead to the formation of assembly nuclei.
Stopped-flow kinetics
Stopped-flow mixing was achieved using a twosyringe apparatus with an incorporated scattering flow cell. 33 In order to achieve the necessary sensitivity towards weakly scattering early intermediates (e.g., pre-nucleation complexes such as CP 2 -SP 2 dimer), high concentrations of both CP (27.2 μM, the maximum achievable concentration for the monomeric, assembly-competent CP) and SP (22.9 μM) were used. The first 5 min of the assembly kinetics were sampled using 5-to 10-s exposures (Fig. 5a ). SVD analysis revealed three significant factors that were then rotated to obtain non-negative, physically meaningful scattering factors (Fig. 5b, top) and the associated relative concentrations (Fig. 5b, bottom) . The time course for the appearance of completed shells exhibited a noticeable lag time (70 s) previously assigned to the nucleation phase. 18 During this phase a considerable amount of coat protein was incorporated into intermediates. An apparent R g of 170 ± 50 Å was obtained from the initial slope (q values, 0.012-0.016 Å − 1 ) and the scattering factor in Fig. 5b resembled that of shells with completeness between 20% and 40%. Again, the size of these intermediates represents the upper bound of intermediate ensemble due to the Z-averaging nature of scattering intensities. This suggests that the rate-limiting nucleation step is followed by a rapid addition of coat/scaffold subunits to the partial shells until the number of sites for addition becomes large and the decreasing concentration of CP limits the rate of addition of coat protein to the existing partial shells (elongation rate) and prevents shell closure. Under those conditions, the reaction is prone to kinetic trapping. Substantial accumulation of these intermediates suggests that at the initial high CP and SP concentrations, nucleation dominates over the elongation.
After the lag phase, the production of shells increased linearly over time until approximately 250 s. During this phase, the intermediate concentration peaked at about 150 s (at 10% total mass abundance) after which the intermediates were completed into shells, while nucleation of new assemblies was limited by the decreased CP and SP concentrations. Finally, the pools of free coat protein and partially assembled intermediates become exhausted and the assembly reaction enters a steady-state phase after approximately 250 s.
Comparison of the TR-SAXS data collected under different protein concentrations (Figs. 3 and 5) revealed that an increase in CP concentration speeds up the rate of elongation, while increasing SP concentration leads to a longer lag phase for complete shell formation and thus favors nucleation.
Scaffolding protein dimer
The scaffolding protein dimer has been implicated as the active species in P22 assembly. Here we took advantage of a reversible disulfide cross-link in an SP mutant (R74C/L177I, Fig. 1b ) that leads to a covalent dimer formation. 19 We address the question of whether the SP dimer alone was sufficient for assembly. Although the assembly reactions were done under similar concentrations as in the case of wt SP, it is evident that the dimer alone is not sufficient for closed shell assembly in vitro (Fig. 6a) . In a control experiment, the reduced form of the mutant SP exhibited assembly similar to that of the wt SP (Fig. 6d) . This indicates that the defect is due to SP dimerization and not due to the mutation alone.
From the analysis of the assembly reaction, the final products had apparent R g ranging from 80 to 180 Å depending on the initial CP concentration (Fig. 6b and c) . Although higher CP concentrations led to apparently larger assemblies and kinetics exhibiting apparent intermediates (Fig. 6c) , the final product did not contain any closed shells. The maxima and minima typical of scattering from spherical shells were not detected in any of the scattering factors. Under both CP concentrations, the largest assembly product exhibited an apparent R g of 180 Å, which corresponds to 40% complete shells (Fig. 4c) provided these products were intermediates on the procapsid assembly pathway. Alternatively, these products could be aberrant assemblies.
To distinguish between these two possibilities, the distribution of assembled species obtained under different conditions were compared using sucrose gradients and electron microscopy (Fig. 7) . In comparison with wt SP, the dimer was more efficient in inducing coat protein assembly (cf. CP amount at the top, 5% sucrose gradient fractions for rows 1 and 2 on the gel). However, the dimer induced assembly of broadly distributed, smaller (lighter) products, which appeared to be incomplete shells in a negative-stain electron micrograph (Fig.  7, right) . Addition of wt SP to the dimer reaction restored the product distribution to almost the wildtype pattern (cf. rows 1 and 3). The addition of excess CP and simultaneous decrease of SP dimer concentration had a similar effect (row 5), while reducing both CP and SP concentrations yielded less complete shells (row 4). The incomplete assemblies were rescued by the addition of fresh CP after the stationary phase was reached with the dimer SP (not shown). This demonstrates that the products of assembly reaction with R74C dimer are PC assembly intermediates.
The SAXS and sucrose gradient results suggest that the SP dimer is more effective in nucleating assembly than the wt SP (monomer/dimer equilibrium) and decreases the critical concentration of coat protein (most CPs had assembled in the presence of R74C SP). Hence, the incomplete shells constitute kinetically trapped intermediates that are produced by overnucleation of assembly by the dimeric scaffold. From the rescue of assembly by wt SP, it is clear that there is a role for the scaffold monomer, most likely during the elongation phase.
Scaffolding protein monomer
The C-terminal 38-amino-acid residues of the scaffolding protein encompass the coat protein binding site. 34 The C-terminal fragment (CTF) lacks the dimerization domain and thus remains monomeric. 19, 35 Despite the lack of dimerization, the monomeric CTF induced rapid assembly (Fig. 8a) . However, the products were polydisperse and lacked scattering features typical of complete shells, i.e., maxima and minima. A broad range of products was found by sucrose gradient analysis (Fig. 8b) . This shows that SP monomer switches the coat protein into an assembly-competent form and effectively decreases the critical concentration for assembly.
Discussion Three phases in assembly
In our TR-SAXS study, we have resolved a nucleation phase during which rapid initiation of assembly leads to accumulation of partial shell intermediates. For wt SP this phase leads to the establishment of a steady state during which the nucleation rate matches the rate of shell completion and the amount of PC increases approximately linearly with time. Eventually, coat protein becomes depleted and the reaction enters a stationary phase during which there is no net increase in assembly products. The stationary phase is particularly pronounced for the kinetically trapped assembly reactions of SP covalent dimer (Fig. 6 ). This phase should not be confused with the final equilibrium, since kinetically trapped intermediates can be completed either by addition of coat protein (as shown here in Fig. 7) or by slow disassembly and reassembly. 36, 37 Experimental limitations (poor signal-to-noise ratio at low protein concentrations) precluded examination of broader protein concentration range. However, qualitative conclusions can be drawn from the concentrations sampled. The duration of the nucleation phase, measured as the time at which the concentration of intermediates peaks, decreases with increasing initial concentration of CP (cf. Fig. 3a and b) and increases upon doubling the SP concentration (i.e., increase in the fraction of dimer from 10% to 18%, 20 cf. Figs. 3b and 5b) . The covalent SP dimer accelerated nucleation, completely eliminated the steady-state phase and yielded only kinetically trapped partial shells. This could be due to its higher affinity for the shells. However, the covalent SP dimer also decreased the apparent critical coat concentration for assembly (note the lower amount of unassembled coat on the top of sucrose gradients in Fig. 7 for the cross-linked R74C), pointing out its direct role in nucleation. 14 The partial shells could be completed by addition of excess coat protein or by including even a small amount of wt SP in the reaction (i.e., monomeric SP). This suggests that efficient elongation is accelerated by monomeric SP. Our observation that the monomeric scaffolding fragment CTF promotes coat aggregation suggests that SP monomer may activate CP for assembly.
Activation of coat for assembly by scaffolding monomer
The activation of CP by SP constitutes a step common to both the nucleation and elongation phases. This activation relies on a direct CP-SP interaction that is predominantly electrostatic. 24 Low salt concentration would be expected to promote CP-SP interactions and thus lead to accelerated assembly. In fact, excessive nucleation and rapid assembly of partial shells was observed under lowsalt conditions. 38 These authors concluded that strengthening the electrostatic interactions between CP and SP promoted rapid nucleation and growth of shells. 38 In addition, they showed that low ionic strength led to conformational changes in CP but not in SP. The altered conformation may, perhaps, be more amenable to assembly. PC assembly is accompanied by significant change in CP secondary structure. 39 This and the partially unfolded character of CP monomer 40 suggest that CP monomer may exist in solution as an ensemble of conformations of which only a fraction is assembly competent. Binding of SP monomer may sway the equilibrium in favor of assembly-competent conformations and thus activate the coat protein. This is reminiscent of bacteriophage MS2 coat activation for assembly by specific RNA binding. 41 However, in this case the conformational switching is involved in early stages of assembly and RNA packaging.
The assembly phenotypes observed by Parent et al. 38 at low ionic strength are remarkably similar to those observed here for the SP covalent dimer under standard ionic strength. This suggests that perhaps, in addition to affecting CP-SP interactions, the lowsalt conditions may also affect the monomer-dimer equilibrium of the highly polar and charged SP and promote nucleation by excess of scaffolding dimer.
Role of scaffolding monomer-dimer equilibrium in assembly
It is clear from the above discussion that monomeric SP is required for assembly, most likely in the later stages. In fact, addition of wt SP to the reaction mixture (as low as 0.05 mg/ml, i.e., 95% monomeric) also alleviated the overnucleation-induced kinetic trap caused by the covalent dimer (Fig. 7 and data not shown). This substoichiometric effect suggests that the monomeric SP may transiently bind to CP, activate it and then dissociate instead of remaining stably associated with the resulting PC shell.
The monomeric CTF activates CP for assembly, but unlike the dimer, it is not stably incorporated into the products (cf. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8b ). This suggests that the affinity of the coat protein for the monomeric SP is low or may even decrease during the course of assembly, while the affinity for the dimer is higher. Indeed, the procapsid exhibits two distinct types of binding sites for wt SP with different affinities that were assigned to monomeric and dimeric states, respectively. 42 Thus, the monomeric SP most likely transiently interacts with CP and activates it for assembly, effectively increasing the concentration of assembly-competent CP and increasing the elongation rate (Fig. 9) . This also competes with nucleation, which is promoted by the SP dimer. Thus, the SP monomer-dimer equilibrium is ultimately linked to the nucleation-elongation balance and may be effective in steering the course and outcome of the assembly reaction (Fig. 9 ).
P22 assembly differs from the structurally related bacteriophage HK97
P22 coat protein has a fold similar to that of another double-stranded DNA bacteriophage HK97. 16 However, the latter utilizes a two-step assembly pathway in which relatively stable pentamers and hexamers serve as the building blocks for the prohead (procapsid equivalent in HK97) formation. 1 Thus, coat protein fold similarity and identical capsid architecture may not automatically result in the same assembly pathway. The different assembly pathways may be due to the radically different interaction between coat and scaffolding proteins. While P22 SP interacts with CP noncovalently, the HK97 has its scaffolding element, the N-terminal 110-residue Δ-domain, integrated within the coat protein. The Δ-domain is proteolytically cleaved within the assembled prohead and subsequently released. Very little is known about the interactions between the putative scaffolding domains in HK97. On the other hand, coat-coat interactions, which are weak for P22, dominate the early assembly of HK97 (i.e., pentamer-hexamer formation). Hence, the final structure of a virus may give us little information about the assembly mechanism unless a quantitative survey of proteinprotein interactions is performed and related to the solution conditions. The latter are important because assembly is governed by a set of relatively weak protein-protein interactions, 43 and these in turn are extremely sensitive to solution conditions such as ionic strength and pH.
Kinetic control over assembly in vitro and implications for in vivo
The detectable amounts of P22 assembly intermediates also demonstrate that under the conditions used here the assembly reactions are far from equilibrium. Even under those conditions viral shells are being produced when wt SP is present, indicating that the assembly process is quite robust. However, the results presented here and elsewhere 38, 31 suggest that virus assembly is prone to kinetic trapping under conditions of strong protein-protein interactions. The common cause is either high concentration of subunits, which leads to overnucleation, or imbalance of intermolecular interactions (e.g., mutations). Specifically, in a system with several coassembling components, such as P22, balance of the interactions and concentrations for all components plays an essential role in successful assembly. Hence, the scaffolding protein association is relatively weak and dynamic, and coat protein associates only upon interaction with SP. In addition, the scaffolding protein concentration is being maintained inside the infected cell by a translational control in which the N-terminal domain acts as an autorepressor. 44 Recent theoretical studies demonstrated that the assembly mechanisms could abruptly switch from a productive mode to a non-productive one upon a slight shift in concentrations or strength of subunit interactions. 45 In general, conditions of slower growth are less prone to kinetic trapping, 31 and weak protein-protein interactions represent one way to achieve this. 46 Alternatively, low protein concentrations need to be maintained, but such conditions Fig. 9 . Role of different scaffolding protein oligomers in assembly of bacteriophage P22 procapsid.
would interfere with the need for high protein production in a short time during infection, a condition applicable to most lytic viruses.
Although not desirable during the course of productive infection, kinetic trapping may be useful in the manufacture of virus-based nanoparticles. The stepwise completion of the shells in vitro as demonstrated here could be exploited for, e.g., encapsidating guest material or incorporating selectively labeled subunits that may otherwise interfere with the nucleation step of assembly. In the P22 system, the kinetic trap may be "programmed" at ease by manipulating the self-association of the highly soluble scaffolding protein while using the hard-toobtain coat protein in its wild-type, assemblycompetent, form.
Materials and Methods

Protein purification
Coat protein was purified fresh just before the assembly experiments to ensure monodispersity as described previously. 39 The wt scaffolding protein was extracted from procapsids expressed in Escherichia coli and purified as described. 20 Engineered scaffolding proteins were expressed in E. coli and purified as described. 19, 20 All proteins were centrifuged for 15 min at 14,000g at 4°C just before use. The R74C/L177I disulfide dimer was reduced by 3.3 mM glutathione.
In vitro assembly reactions
Assembly reactions were started by mixing (either manually or by a stopped-flow mixer) a small amount (ca 5-10 μl) of concentrated scaffolding protein into excess of coat protein. All reactions were done in buffer B (50 mM Tris, 25 mM NaCl, 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, pH 7.6) at 20°C. If needed, assembly products were analyzed by sedimentation velocity on 5-20% (w/v) sucrose gradient (50-μl loading per tube). The gradient was run in an SW55 rotor at 20°C for 55 min and fractionated into 250-μl fractions, which were subsequently analyzed on SDS-PAGE.
TR-SAXS data collection and processing
All SAXS data collection was performed at SSRL beam line 4-2 as previously described. 39 Stopped-flow timeresolved experiments were conducted using the experimental procedures previously published 47 with the exceptions of different exposure times and slightly different q range covered. The magnitude of momentum transfer q is defined as 4π sin(θ)/λ, where θ is one-half the scattering angle and λ is the X-ray wavelength.
A limited region of q values containing most information (0.008-0.15 Å − 1 for the manual mixing runs and 0.011-0.15 Å − 1 for stopped-flow experiments) was selected for SVD analysis of time-resolved scattering. SVD was performed in Matlab by a standard protocol. 27 The number of significant scattering factors was determined by ranking the singular values 48 and by comparing the residuals between the reconstructed and experimental data with the experimental noise level 26 (see Supplementary Methods, Fig. S2 and S3 ).
The raw eigenvectors (scattering curves, scattering factors) and their cognate loading factors (time-dependent concentrations) as produced by SVD are orthogonal and thus generally do not have a direct physical meaning, e.g., often giving negative values (see Supplementary Methods for further discussion). Thus, linear combinations (rotations) of the SVD eigenvectors were generated to obtain physically meaningful scattering curves and their corresponding timedependent concentrations. 28, 49, 50 First, the scattering curves of the initial (I) and the final (F) state were approximated by linear combinations of the SVD eigenvectrors in such a way that their loading factors were non-negative. Then an appropriate linear combination approximately orthogonal to both I and F was found to yield a non-negative scattering curve and the corresponding non-negative loading factors (Fig. 3) . This procedure yielded similar TR-SAXS results at two different CP concentrations (cf. Fig. 3a and b) . After scaling of intensities and concentrations, we obtained a unique solution to the problem (see Supplementary Methods for additional details).
Modeling of incomplete shells
Incomplete hollow shells with inner and outer radii of 160 and 310 Å, respectively, were modeled as spherical sections inscribed by a cone with angle θ. The distance distributions H(R, θ) for these partial shells were obtained computationally by direct enumeration for each value of θ (using steps of 0.9°). Scattering curves were obtained from the distance distributions by Fourier transform. 29 
